
Candle Lighting and Shabbos 6.04pm

Did The Chicken Really Cross The Road? Dani Epstein

A while back I penned keyboarded a letter to that doyen of

journalism bastion of truth and fortress of intellectual cogitation the

Jewish Telegraph suggesting that the Reform should assume the

literal meaning of “pri etz hodor” and substitute the Esrog within their

arba minim with beautiful fruits such as Mango Pitahaya and Dragon

Fruit I avoided suggesting that in the case of the Reform the phrase

“arba minim” connotes four varieties of heretics as opposed to

species; that s one for a different occasion Since it is the gemoroh

that identifies the Esrog as being the fruit described by the Torah the

Talmud deniers would be hypocritical to use the traditional citron

This does though raise an interesting question from the chicken and

egg school of thought what came first? or

.The written or oral Torah

You might ask does it make a difference I am of the opinion that the

answer is indubitably “yes” since otherwise this dvar Torah ceases at

approximately this juncture

In order to answer this question we need to analyse some facts we are

familiar with

The first encounter the Bnei Yisroel had with Torah was with the Korbon

Pesach this aside from whatever the Leviim were learning Then there

was , and That was followed by the Revelation at

Sinai when they learned the entire Torah At this point the complete
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The Week Ahead
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Mincha & Kabbolas Shabbos 6.09pm

Seder HaLimud 8.40am

Shacharis 9.00am
y"w onf seq 10.13am

Mincha & Maariv Next Shabbos 5.48pm (Mincha 5.53pm)

Torah as we have it today did not exist yet they were certainly learning

Torah It therefore follows that all the Torah they were learning was

the oral law

Before Moshe Rabeinu died he wrote the complete Torah, 13 copies

in fact and handed out one to each Tribe The written one as we

have it today was the thing the Bnei Yisroel received

from Moshe not the first

It would appear to be correct to claim therefore that rather than

regard the as the explanation of the we may

consider the as the precis of the

Before you hurry out to secure a good position to stone me from allow

me to raise a thought that is founded on an observation I heard from

Rabbi Dovid Gottlieb all errors omissions and misquotes are entirely

mine that prior to Rashi no seforim on the literal meaning of

the Torah had been authored No one concerned themselves with

in the way we do today since the focus of learning was that of the

style of the Talmud After all when was the last time you came across a

gemoroh dealing with the literal meaning of a possuk

It is my conclusion therefore that the gemoroh concerns itself almost

uniquely with drush since it is drush that explains how the halocho was

encrypted into the Torah For hundreds of years after the Bnei Yosroel

entered the Promised Land rebbes and fathers explained to their

students and children how halocho was redacted in posuk and did

not concern themselves overly with the since it bears no weight on

the final halocho and here comes the kicker they already knew what

the halocho was before learning the posuk there were no Halachic

disputes until much later

This appears to be rather recursive but when borne in the light of the

knowledge that some of the Torah was given orally Rosh Chodesh

Shabbos dinim etc before anything at all would have been written
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Mincha & Maariv All Week 6.00pm (Late Maariv @ 8.00pm)

6.45am / 7.10amMonday / Thursday

6.45am / 7.20amFriday
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Motzei Shabbos 7.06pm

Mincha 1st Minyan / 2nd Minyan 1.30pm / 6.01pm

Sunday 7.15am / 8.20am
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Mazel Tov to Mr & Mrs Tony Levinson on the birth of a

granson, born to Mr & Mrs Simon Levinson in London.

Anyone in London is invited to the Sholom Zochor at 5

Homefield Cour, off Brent Street opposite the Post Office.

Mazel Tov to Mr & Mrs Simon Wanderer on the birth of their

daughter Hadassah.

Mr & Mrs Adam Bookman invite the Kehilla to the

engagement of the daughter, Hadassah to Moishe Weiss, this

Sunday from 4.00 - 6.00pm in the Shul Hall - Mazel Tov!

Kiddush This Shabbos

New Chabura Launching

The Kehilla is invited to a Kiddush after Davenning on

Shabbos sponsored by our Chosson Bereishis.

We are happy to announce a new Chabura on Hilchos and

Inyoney Tephila, led by Dr Zev Davis which will take place on

Wednesday evenings at 9.30pm for approx 40 minutes,

starting this Wednesday. All welcome, please bring Mishna

B'rura 1st volume if possible.
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down and that all the halochos of the Torah were taught to the Bnei

Yosroel well before Moshe wrote the full sefer Torah it makes perfect

sense that the written Torah was only studied after the oral Torah had

been thoroughly learned

Now I was ribbing our misguided brethren about the potentially

hilarious products of literal interpretation and the choice of arboreal

crop to replace the traditional specie but let s face it Rashi s stated

purpose is to deal with the the literal meaning of

the Torah As noted above he was a trend setter when it comes to

Given this fact his opening remarks in Bereishis appear to completely

violate his declared goal Or put differently he says one thing goes

and does another and then pops back again to actually do what he

said he was going to do in the first place but first does something else

How so With the very first word that Rashi deals with he

launches into an enigmatic defence we can employ to defend

ourselves against claims of land grabbing which appears to have little

or nothing to do with the explanation of the word

Then instead of providing a technical explanation of the rather

mysterious word , he says and

launches straight into .

After all that he appears to be a little reluctant and says well if you

want to translate the word , this is what it means and

proceeds to explain that

So is Rashi sticking to his stated aims or has he wandered off that

narrow path a little and right at the start of the journey to boot

Whilst this appears to be terribly confusing there really is nothing

surprising about it

The full statement of Rashi s position is actually this “

” I come

solely to explain the meaning of the Torah and to teach

that clarifies the words of the Torah each word according to its

interpretation

Furthermore in , the gemara quotes : “

” one who translates a Torah verse literally is a liar".

This does not suggest that there is no literal meaning to any in the Torah

far from it What it implies is that there are verses that do not have a

literal translation and claiming that it does is a misrepresentation of the

truth For a verse that does not have a literal meaning the is a .

With this in mind we may clarify his apparent divergence from in his

opening remarks on the word . The is the precise and

meaning of this first word and of the as well There are

two problems to tackle however the meaning of the word

itself which in turn affects the intent of the first .

Clarifying the word requires some background information

Rashi will later explain that in this instance does not imply a

“beginning” of anything; it refers to the Torah and Yisroel In order to

prove his position he therefore prefaces his explanation with a remark

that reveals the motivation for opting initially for a .

Rashi quotes Rabbi Yitzchok in order to explain the existence of this

part of the Torah; that it s purpose is not simply to recount the creation

of the universe Given this it is logical to assume that the very first word

that appears to be grammatically incorrect would require

a to explain it s existence

Essentially Rashi is stating that translating the first in the Torah as “In

the beginning Elokim created the Heavens and the Earth” is

incompetent

The most translation therefore is “For the sake of the Torah and

Yisroel Elokim created the heavens and the Earth ”
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The most translation is “In the beginning of Elokim s creation

process of the heavens and the earth ” and that trailing comma is part

of the first .

Rashi is in fact doing exactly what he wrote on the box Wherever

possible he will explain the literal meaning of the , but when that is

not possible he will use the as the literal meaning

In the beginning G-d made the heavens and the earth and the earth

was void and astonishingly empty and darkness was on the face of the

deep and the spirit of G-d was hovering over the face of the water.

And G-d said, “Let there be light!” and there was light! (Breishis 1:1-3)

What’s wrong with this picture? If you’re reading the “Bible” in English

perhaps everything is hunky dory. However if one is learning Torah in

the original Holy Language then problems begin to percolate all over

the place. A case in point: What was created first? According to the

translation above you would be correct to guess; “heaven and earth”.

Upon careful examination Rashi informs us that that is not the intent of

the verse to tell us ‘what was created first’. So what was created first!

First of all the word “Breishis” is a compound word. The letter “Beis” at

the beginning can be translated, “for” or “in” hence the misleading

reading “In the beginning G-d created…” Rashi goes on to explain that

the second part of that first word – “Reishis” is always used in

connection to another word that follows. It does not mean “In the

beginning” but rather “In the beginning of- G-d creating the heaven the

earth and the earth was void and empty…” If the Torah was a

cosmology book that wanted to teach chronology then the first word

should have been “B’rishona” –“At first”. “Breishis” is something entirely

different altogether.

Just as a point of curiosity, what was created first? Here comes the

surprising answer! Why does the Torah start with the letter “Beis”. Every

school child knows that the first letter in the “Aleph –Beis” is Beis! Why

start with the second letter, and large version of the letter Beis to

boot!? It’s interesting to note that the dominant theory at the end of

the 20th century explaining how the universe came to be is known as

the “Big Bang” theory! Prior to that the preeminent premise was a “static

state” notion that everything always was the way it is! Hmmm! After

detecting hints of expanding universe that new assumption is that

everything started from a singular dense point of “whatever” that

exploded forming the stuff of the world. This is more in agreement

with what we have always understood. We have might call it “The Big

Beis Theory”. History has both a start and a direction!

I asked scientists at NASA if anyone has a slight idea or a theory or a hint

about what may have preceded the “Big Bang” and the answer was

unanimously “no”. What preceded the Beis of Breishsis? Guess! You

got it! The ALEF of “Adon Olam asher Malach b’terem kol y’tzir nivra- He

was Master of the world that ruled before anything was created! What

predated the creation of the world was HASHEM Whose name is a

contraction of three terms “He was, is, and will be” and is essentially

beyond the boundaries of time.

Imagine an ocean of endless light, what the Zohar calls “Ohr Ain Sof”.

We cannot call it infinity because it’s beyond our ken but rather what’s

it’s not “light without end”! Now imagine in the middle of that ocean of

endless light a dark bubble is created through the seeming withdrawal

of the light. That dark empty space becomes the arena the stage for the

drama that will be creation and human history. The Tanya quotes the

Zohar in stating that although the physical world was created

“something from nothing” in actuality it was created “nothing from

something”! HASHEM is enduring existence while everything in the

physical world has a “half-life”, an expiration date if you will. WOW!

Now we can go back to our original question! What was created first?

The answer, based on the first verse is not heaven and earth, but the

“big void” via the withdrawal of obvious Divine presence and hence

the illusion of nothingness.
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The Illusion of Nothingness Rabbi Label Lam (Torah.org)
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